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We bring innovative solutions for your business.








Company Profile
Get expert advice while dealing with projects and government specific challenges. Our team specializes in providing comprehensive consulting services to investment companies and commodity-related businesses worldwide. We have extensive experience in assisting with the procurement of essential products, raw materials, and unprocessed goods.



The advantages of our offered commodities are firmly rooted in the following pillars, which form the strong foundation of our offerings and collaboration partnership worldwide:



1.	Personalized Experience and Customer Support: By understanding the needs and preferences of individual buyers, we aim to create a personalized shopping experience. Our products have become essential items, and we guide buyers through an enchanting funnel of opportunity, ensuring that they feel confident and empowered to make a purchase.

2.	Extensive Product Range: We take pride in our vast network of partners, which allows us to offer a wide range of commodities. In addition to the essential food products like fruit and vegetables, poultry, meat, fish or seafood, we also provide other valuable commodities such as wood pellets and agricultural urea as well as various metal ores like copper, aluminium, and lithium. Our diverse product selection caters to the diverse needs and interests of our customers.

3.	Reliability and Quality Assurance: We understand that buyers seek reliable and high-quality products. With our strong network of partners and suppliers, we ensure that all the commodities we offer meet stringent quality standards. Our customers can have confidence in the authenticity and reliability of the products they purchase from us.

4.	Sustainable and Environmentally Friendly Solutions: We are committed to promoting sustainability and environmentally friendly practices. In line with this commitment, we offer alternative fuel options such as LNG and LPG, which help reduce carbon emissions and contribute to a greener future. Additionally, we strive to source our metal ores ethically and responsibly, ensuring minimal environmental impact.

5.	Expert Guidance and Support: Navigating through a wide range of commodities can be overwhelming for buyers. To assist our customers, we provide expert guidance and support. Our knowledgeable team is always ready to answer questions, provide product information, and offer assistance throughout the purchasing process. We prioritize customer satisfaction and aim to make their buying experience seamless and enjoyable.

6.	Global Reach and Accessibility: Our network of partners spans across different countries and regions, allowing us to reach customers worldwide. We believe in providing accessibility to our products, regardless of their geographic location. With reliable shipping and logistics solutions, we ensure that our customers can conveniently receive their purchases, no matter where they are located.

7.	Customization and Bulk Ordering: We understand that different customers have unique requirements. Whether it's a customized order or a bulk purchase, we offer flexibility in meeting our customers' needs. From customized smaller quantities to accommodating large-scale orders, we strive to cater to diverse demands and ensure customer satisfaction.

8.	Industry Expertise and Trust: With years of experience in the market, we have developed a strong reputation for our industry expertise and reliability. Our commitment to quality, customer service, and ethical practices has earned us the trust of customers and partners alike.

9.	Continuous Innovation: We believe in staying ahead of the curve and continuously exploring new opportunities. We keep a close eye on market trends, technological advancements, and evolving customer needs. This commitment to innovation allows us to introduce new and exciting products, ensuring that our customers always have access to the latest offerings in the industry.

10.	Collaborative Partnerships: Our network of partners extends beyond suppliers and includes collaborative partnerships with industry experts, research institutions, and sustainability-focused organizations. Through these partnerships, we aim to drive innovation, foster knowledge sharing, and contribute to the development of sustainable solutions in the industry worldwide.



In addition to our commodities trading, we are committed to promoting educational initiatives that enhance the proficiency of young learners in STEM subjects. One of our key focuses is fostering Erasmus+ school partnerships, where we collaborate on educational projects designed to develop and strengthen students' abilities in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.



Furthermore, we offer professional interpreting and proofreading services in Spanish and Slovak languages. Our language experts ensure accurate and effective communication, providing seamless interpretation and precise proofreading for various purposes.



We take great pride in continuously expanding our portfolio of products and longstanding partnerships. By doing so, we aim to generate even greater impact and drive meaningful action, particularly during times when it is most needed. If you have any questions or inquiries, please do not hesitate to reach out to us. We are enthusiastic about addressing your needs and providing prompt responses to assist you.
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WHOSALE FROZEN FISH AND SEAFOOD
Worldwide
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WHOLESALE FROZEN FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
Asia and Europe
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WHOLESALE FROZEN CHICKEN
Europe, USA, Brazil
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NON GMO YELLOW SOYBEANS
India, Brazil, Africa
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How to Safeguard Against Scams in Wholesale Trading

Living in an imperfect world, it’s not uncommon to encounter challenges when dealing with suppliers in the wholesale trade industry. These ...
more...
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What Makes Article Writing Vital for Your Business

In today’s digital age, the power of content cannot be underestimated. Whether you’re a small startup or a well-established corporation, the ...
more...
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Headquarters
	 AXTUR, s.r.o.
Svätovavrinecká 13920/10
Bratislava
83101
Slovak Republic

	+421 903 141 973


	 info(at)axtur.eu
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